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Block graphs were studied in various papers and books, e.g. [1], [2], [3], [6].
A block graph is an undirected graph such that each of its blocks is a clique.
Here we shall study only block graphs consisting of exactly two blocks. If к and n
are positive integers, 2 ^ к ^ [i(n + 1)], then G„{k) will denote a block graph with n
vertices and two blocks, one of which has к vertices.
An undirected graph with n vertices is called completely separable, if and only if
it can be embedded into G„{k) for each /c = 2, ..., [^{n + 1)]. L. NEBESKY (oral
communication) has suggested the problem of characterizing completely separable
graphs. Here we shall consider completely separable trees.
We take /c ^ 2, because a block of a connected graph has at least two vertices,
and к S [i(n -f 1)], because otherwise the family of G„{k) would include isomorphic
graphs; we should have G„(k) ^ G„{n — к + i) for each k, l ^ k ^ n — 1.
First we present some remarks on branches and medians of trees.
Let a be a vertex of a tree T. We can define a binary relation E on the set of vertices
of Г which are distinct from a such that (x, y)e E if and only if the vertex a does not
separate x from у in T (this means that the path connecting x and j in T does not
contain a). The relation E is evidently an equivalence. The subtree of T induced by
the union of one class of E with the one-element set {a] is called a branch of T
with the knag a.
Now if a tree T with n vertices is embedded into G„(k) so that a is mapped onto
the cut-vertex of G„(/c), then each branch of T with the knag a is mapped into some
of the blocks of G„{k). We obtain a partition of the set of all branches of Twith the
knag a into two classes such that two branches belong to the same class if and only
if they are mapped both into the same block of G„(fc). Conversely, let T have n
vertices, let us have a partition of the set of all branches of Twith the knag a into two
classes. For each class of this partition consider the union of all branches of this class.
If the numbers of vertices of these two unions are к and n — к + \, while 2 ^ /c ^
= [i(^ + ^)]' ^^^^ evidently T can be embedded into G„(/c) so that a is mapped
onto the cut-vertex of G„(/c).
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In particular, let к = [^{n + 1)]. This means к = ^{n + 1) for n odd and к = \n
for n even. Then n — к + \ — ^{n + \) = к for n odd and n — А: + 1 = ^ П + 1 =
= /с + 1 for n even.
Let a be a vertex of a tree Г with n vertices. Let ^ = (СГ^, ^2} be a partition of the
set Ф(а) of all branches of Twith the knag a into two classes. Let C^ (or C2) be the
union of all branches from d^ (or (I2), let Cj (or C2) be the number of vertices of C^
(or С2 respectively. Let h{^) = \ci — €2]. Ьл the case when ^ is the partition cor
responding to the embedding of Tinto G„(k), where к = [^(n + 1)], we have h(^) =
= 0 for n odd and /i(^) = 1 for n even. This is evidently also the minimal value of
/i(^) (if T has an even number of vertices, we cannot have /z(^) = 0) which can be
obtained.
We are interested in the minimum of h{^) on a given tree T; if this minimum is
greater than zero at n odd or greater than one at n even, the tree T cannot be embed
ded into G„[k), where к = [i(n + 1)], and is not completely separable.
For each non-terminal vertex a of Tlet /lo(öf) be the minimum of /z(^) taken over
all partitions ^ of ^(a) into two classes. (For terminal vertices such partitions do
not exist.) Further, let /io('^) be the minimum of /7o(«) taken over all non-terminal
vertices a of T.
In [4], the vertex median of a graph is defined. In [5] this concept is studied for
trees; in the case of trees we call it only median. A median of a tree Twith n vertices
is the vertex of Tin which the vertex deviation т^(а) attains the minimum. The vertex
deviation
Wi(a) = - Х Ф ' ^ ) '
^î xeV

where Fis the vertex set of Г and d(a, x) denotes the distance between a and x (the
length of the path connecting a and x in T). In [5] it .is proved that a tree has either
exactly one median, or exactly two medians which are joined by an edge.
Lemma 1. Let Tbe a finite tree with n vertices, let a, b be two of its vertices which
are joined by an edge. If m^^a) < n?i(b), then hgi^a) < /7o(b) and vice versa.
Proof. Let Bi (or B[) be the branch from 23(a) (or ®(b)) which contains b (or a
respectively). Let 82 (or B2) be the union of all branches from Ща) — { ß j (or
33(b) — {B[} respectively). The symbol V[X), where X is a subtree of T, will denote
the vertex set of X. Let /io(<^) < f^oi^)- Let ^ be a partition of Ф(а) into two classes
for which h(^) = ho[a). The classes of ^ are denoted by (i^^, (I2, and 6^^ is the class
containing B^. Let c^ (or с2) be the number of vertices of the union of all branches
from Gl (or (£2 respectively). If Cj < C2, then В2 has more vertices than B^, because
Bj e Cj. If Ci ^ C2, then either B2 has again more vertices than B^, or the number
of vertices of Б^ is greater than or equal to the number of vertices of Б2 and С^ = {^i}(If G^i contained still another branch than B^, the difference c^ — C2 = h{^) would
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be greater than in this case.) We have
(1)

m,{a) = -

Z d{a, x) =--

" xeV{T)

m,{b) = l

^

d{a, x) + -

" jceK(ß2)

ld{b,x)

=l

S

"

d{b,x) + l

^

d{a, x) ,

xeViBj')

I

d{b,x)

because evidently each vertex of T belongs to exactly one of the subtrees Б2, ^2For X G ^(62) we have
d{b, x) = d{a, x) -f d{a, b) = d{a, x) + 1 ,
for X G ^(^2) we have
d{b, x) = d[a, x) — d[a, b) = d[a, x) — 1 .
Thus
X

d{b,x) = \V{B,)\+

xeViB2)

X
xeF(ß2')

X

d{a,x),

xsV(B2)

d{b,x)=

S

J(a,x)-|F(ß9|.

xeF(ß2')

From these equalities and from (l) we obtain
(2)

m,{b) = nr,{a) +

l{\V{B,)\-\V{B',)\).

If 1^(^2)1 à |F(ßi)|, then |F(ß2)| > \У{В'2% because 62 is a proper subtree of Б^;
thus we have mi(b) > m^{a). If |F(ßi)| > | F ( B 2 ) | , then \V{B^)\ = Cj, and Ci ^ C2.
Let ^' be a partition of ЩЬ) into two classes such that these classes are Ci, GJ,
and d i = {^2)5 ^2 = Щ^) ~ {^2}- The vertex set of Б2 consists of all vertices of Б^
except for a, therefore the number c[ of vertices of the union of all branches from (i[
satisfies c[ = c^ — 1. Then the number c'2 of vertices of the union of all branches
from (^2 fulfills C2 = C2 + 1, because c^ + C2 = c\ + C2 = n + 1. As Ci ^ C2,
we have hç^^a) = c^ — ^2- Now c[ — C2 = c^ — C2 — 2. If this number is nonnegative, then /?o(b) g Ci — C2 — 2 < /îo(fl), which is a contradiction. If c^ — C2 —
— 2 < 0, then it equals either to —1, or to —2, because c^ - C2 ^ 0. If it is equal
to —1, we have 1 = [c^ — C2I = /lo(^) < ^o(^) = \^i ~ ^2! = 1' which is a contradiction. If c[ — C2 = —2, then Cj — C2 = 0 and c^ = C2; this means | F ( 5 2 ) | =
= C2 = c^ > 1^(^2)1 = Ci — 1 and thus also m^{b) > m^{a).
Lemma 2. Let Tbe a finite tree, let a be its median. Let b be a vertex of T distinct
from a, non-adjacent to a and such that no median distinct from a lies on the path
connecting a and b in T. Let с + b be a vertex of the path connecting a and b in T.
Then ho{b) > ho{c).
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Proof. In [7] the following assertion is proved: Let u, v,w be three vertices of
a tree T, let v be adjacent to и and w. Then m^iv) < max (mi(w), mi(w)). (This
assertion was proved in [7] in a more general form.) Let the vertices of the p a t h P
connecting a and b in Г be a = u^, Uj, .^.,u^ = b and let the edges of this path
be Wji/f+i for I = 1, ..., г — 1. We shall prove that m^(ui) < mi(w, + i) for i =
= 1, ..., г — 1; the proof will be done by induction. For i = 1 this assertion holds.
We have м^ = a, which is a median of Г; no other median lies on P, thus и2 is not
a median and mi{ui) < /111(1/2). Now let i ^ 2 and let mi(wj_i) < ^^(м^). We have
mi(Mi) < max(mi(w,_i), ^^(wi+i)); as mi(Mf_i) < mi(wf), we have max (mi(t/i_i),
mi(i/i+i)) = />h("i+i) and mi(w,) < ^^(Mf+i). Thus we have proved the inequality
for i = 1, ..., r — 1. According to Lemma 1 also /lo(wi) < /10(^1 +1)- This implies
that ho{ui) < hJ^Uj) for 1 S i < J й r. In particular, /lo(wi) < ^o("r) = ^o(b) for
each i = 1,..., г — 1. Among the vertices w^, ..., M^_I the vertex с occurs, thus
/7o(c) < /lo(b).
Theorem 1. On a finite tree T, the value HQ^O) attains its minimum at a vertex a^,
if and only if a^ is a median of T,
Proof. From Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 we obtain that the minimum of /io(ß) can
be attained only at a median. Now it remains to deal with the case when Thas two
medians a and a': we shall prove that in this case liQ^a) = ho{a'). We use (2); instead
of b we write a'. We obtain

m,ia') = m,(a) +

li\v{B,)\-\v{B',)\),

where В2 and B'2 have the same meaning as in the proof of Lemma 1. As a and a'
are both medians, we have mi(a) = mi{a'). This means |К(Б2)| = | F ( B ) 2 | . Each
vertex of Tbelongs either to B2 or to В2, therefore \V{B2)\ = [K^OI = in. Thus T
has an even number of vertices. There exists a partition ^ of Ф(а) for which /i(^) = 1;
one of its classes is {B^]. (We use again the notation from the proof of Lemma 1.)
There exists also a partition ^ ' of ©(a') for which h(^') = 1; one of its classes is {B[},
As T has an even number of vertices we have HQ^T) ^ 1, thus HQ^T) = 1 and the
minimum is attained at both a and a\
Proving this theorem we have obtained other two assertions.
Theorem 2. Let T be a finite tree with two medians. Then T has an even number
of vertices.
Theorem 3. Let T be a tree with n vertices and with two medians. Then T can be
embedded into G„{^n).
A tree will be called simple, if by deleting all its terminal vertices and terminal
edges a simple path is obtained. (We admit also simple paths of the length zero, i.e.
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consisting only of one vertex.) If Г is a simple tree, then Р{Т) denotes the path
obtained from Г by deleting all terminal vertices and terminal edges.
Consider a simple tree T. Let the vertices of P{T) be WQ» ^i» •••> "m ^^^ l^t the
edges of Р{Т) be WjMj+i for i = 0, 1, ..., Ш — 1. The tree T c a n be determined by
a finite sequence [«o, a^, ..., a^], where a^ is the number of terminal edges of T
incident with Ui for i = 0, 1, ..., m — 1.
Theorem 4. Let T be a tree with n vertices, let T contain a simple subtree T'
with [i{n + l)] vertices such that one of the terminal vertices of P{T') is a median
of T. Then Tis completely separable.
Proof. Let the vertices of P(T') be WQ, W^, ..., W;„ and let the edges of P{T') be
MjMj+i for I = 0, 1, ..., m — L Let [ao, a^, ..., a^] be the above defined sequence.
Let u^ be a median of T. Let к be an integer, 2 ^ к ^ [^(n -f- 1)]. Evidently
m
i= 0

because a^ 4- I is the number of elements of the set consisting of the vertex u^ and
all terminal vertices of T incident with w^ for / = 0, 1, ..., m. Thus let j be the
maximal number such that

i= 0

let
t= 0

Evidently r < oCj+i. We embed Tinto G„(/c) so that Uj is mapped onto the cut-vertex
of G„{k). Choose r terminal vertices of T' which are adjacent to и у, denote them by
fj, ..., r^. Let Bi be the branch from 33(wy) consisting of the vertices Uj and ti and of
the edge Ujti for f = 1, .... r. If 7 ^ 1, then let BQ be the branch from ^{uj) con
taining Wo- The partition ^ = {d^, (£2} of ®(wy) corresponding to the embedding
of T into G^k) is such that d^ = {BQ, ß^, ..., В,} in the case J ^ 1 and G^ =
= {J^i,..., B^} in the case7 = 0.
Theorem 5. Let Tbe a completely separable tree with n vertices and two medians a
and a'. Let TQ be a tree obtained from T by deleting the edge aa and identifying
the vertices a and a . Then TQ is completely separable.
P r o o f . Let к be an integer, 2 ^ к -^ [^(n + 1)]. As Tis completely separable, it
can be embedded into Gjjc). The graph G„{k) has two blocks, one of them has к
vertices, another n — /c + 1 vertices. If both medians of Tare mapped into the blocks
with n — /c + 1 vertices, then evidently TQ can be embedded into G„_i(/c). (The
graph G„_i(/c) is then obtained from G„(/c) by identifying the images of vertices a
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and a'.) Thus it remains to prove that a and a' are mapped into the block with
n — к -\- \ vertices. At least one of the vertices a and a' is mapped onto a vertex
which is not a cut-vertex of G„{k). Without loss of generahty let a be such a vertex.
Let the block of G„{k) into which a is mapped be denoted by BQ. Then a' is mapped
also onto a vertex of BQ, because a' is joined by an edge with a. All branches of Ъ{а)
except for the branch containing a' are mapped into the block BQ. But, as we have
shown in the proof in the proo of Theorem 1, the union of these branches has ^n
vertices and this is [l(n + l ) ] , because n is even according to Theorem 2. Thus the
block of G„(k) into which a is mapped has at least ^n + 1 vertices (the vertices of
these branches and the vertex a'). As /c ^ ^/t, the block BQ contains n — к -\- 1
vertices.
Theorem 6. Let T be a tree with n ^ 4 vertices. Then T can be embedded
G„(2) and G„(3).

into

Proof. Let t be a terminal vertex of T, let и be the vertex of Tadjacent to t. Let В
be the branch from iB(w) consisting of the vertices t and и and the edge joining them.
Then ^2 = {{ö}. ®0f) - {B]} is the partition of ©(w) corresponding to the
embedding of Г into G„(2). Now if и is adjacent to a terminal vertex t' of T distinct

Fig. 1.

from t, let B' be the branch of T consisting of the vertices и and t' and the edge
joining them. Then .^3 = {{B, B'], Щи) - {В, В'}} is a partition of Щи) cor
responding to the embedding of T into G„(3). If T does not contain any vertex
adjacent at least to two terminal vertices, then consider the tree T' obtained from T
by deleting all terminal vertices and terminal edges. As T' is again a finite tree, it
has a terminal vertex u^. The vertex w^ is adjacent in T t o only one terminal vertex t
(because this is supposed above) and with only one non-terminal vertex и2 (because м^
is a terminal vertex of T' whose vertex set is the set of all non-terminal vertices of T).
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Thus we have a branch B^ consisting of the vertices t.u^.Uj and the edges joining
these vertices. The partition ^ 3 = {{^i}? ^(^2) — {^1}} corresponds to an embedding of T into G„(3).
Fig. 1 shows an example of a tree with nine vertices which is not embeddable into
G,(4).
In the end of the paper we prove a theorem on ho{T).
Theorem 7. Let m be a positive integer. Then there exists a finite tree Tfor which
ho{T) = m.
Proof. Let Tbe a tree which contains a vertex a and three branches with the knag a
while each of these branches is a simple path of the length m. The vertex a is evidently
the unique median of T and h^ia) = /ÎO(^) = '^Î-

Thus we see that hg^T) can be arbitrarily large.
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